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Abstract
We examine students� representations of their conceptions of the interlinked nature of
science history and general history, as well as cultural history. Such knowledge
landscapes of the history of science are explored by using the knowledge cartographic,
network-based method of analysis to reveal the key items, landmarks, of the
landscapes. We show that Katz centrality and Katz centrality efficiency are robust and
reliable measures for finding landmarks. It is shown that landmarks are most often
persons but include also colligatory landmarks, which refer to broader sets of events or
ideas. By using Katz centrality we study how landmarks depend on periodisation of the
networks to see what kinds of changes occur by changing the time window on history.
The community structure of the networks is studied by using the Louvain method, to
reveal the strong thematic dependence of the communities. When landmarks are
studied in relation to community structure, it is found that colligatory landmarks gain
importance in relation to person-centred landmarks. Network-based cartography thus
reveals many features about landmarks, how communities emerge around them and
how they depend on periodisation, which traditional methods can only detect or
identify with difficulty. Such knowledge has direct impact on the design and planning
of education and courses which could better address the need to facilitate a deeper
understanding of the related nature of science history and history in general.

Keywords: Concept networks, Learning history of science, Thematic attributes, Katz
centrality, Community structure

Introduction
In science education, the history of science is seen to serve the understanding of science
as culture and its role in culture and society in general. Science history is then on a par
with a broader history, as a basis for understanding how our culture has evolved and how
different acts in the past are connected to those we encounter and see today (Gooday
et al. 2008; Russell 1981; Galili and Hazan 2001; Leite 2002; Höttecke and Silva 2011).
The basic skeletal scaffolding of such knowledge consists of chronologically ordered and
appropriately periodised facts of what happened, when and by whom. These simple facts
form the basic fabric on which more involved interpretations and deeper understandings
of their consequences are located. Such a picture is a kind of historic landscape, which is
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complex because of many intertwined but chronologically ordered connections contained
within it (van Boxtel and van Drie 2012; van Drie et al. 2009; van Drie and van Boxtel
2008).
The multiple historical events, multiple perspectives and their interleaving produce a

complex landscape of the history of science as an embedded part of broader history. In
learning, students thus need to produce a complex, network scaffolding of key concepts
that provide landmarks for navigating in that complex landscape. Many of these key con-
cepts are assumed to be colligatory concepts (van Boxtel and van Drie 2012), which refer
to sets of events or ideas having importance over extended periods or having overarch-
ing impacts over long temporal durations. A learner then encounters a situation, where
before a deeper understanding is possible to achieve, a vast number of details must be
known and acquired. This is a well-known challenge in learning history (van Boxtel and
van Drie 2012; van Drie et al. 2009; van Drie and van Boxtel 2008; Dawson 2009; 2004).
Only when students have acquired a rich enough knowledge base does it become possi-
ble to construct a big picture; a landscape of history and history of science being a part
of that.
The scaffolding and knowledge base associated with it that allows learners to place his-

torical knowledge in correct periods and contexts is called a �frame of reference� or �his-
torical overview knowledge� (van Boxtel and van Drie 2012). It has been suggested that
the students� knowledge on which such scaffoldings are based should contain chronologi-
cally ordered key concepts, so that key concepts can act as landmarks for navigating in the
historical landscape. The most useful key concepts which act as landmarks are suppos-
edly related to phenomena of long duration or very important events or ideas. Examples
of such key concepts are, for example, the Scientific Revolution, the Industrial Revolution,
the Enlightenment and the Reformation. Such concepts colligate many facts of persons,
events, ideas or inventions and group them into meaningful sub-clusters, subordinated to
the key concepts. This motivates referring to these key concepts as colligatory concepts
(van Boxtel and van Drie 2012), which are the most important and luminous landmarks
in the historical landscape. In constructing the scaffoldings, students must pay atten-
tion to the chronology of events, to periodisation, and to their duration and extension
in time.
Research on how students construct their views of historical landscapes has shown

how difficult such a task is for students (van Boxtel and van Drie 2012; van Drie et al.
2009; van Drie and van Boxtel 2008; Dawson 2009; 2004). Very often students� con-
structions of history landscapes differ from the landscapes which are targeted in teaching
and instruction: Persons as landmarks may be overemphasised (Leite 2002), important
landmarks may be missing, or periodisation is conceived incorrectly (van Boxtel and
van Drie 2012; van Drie et al. 2009; van Drie and van Boxtel 2008). We study here
the historical landscape of a group of ten university students (pre-service teachers), as
revealed through a set of preparatory tasks to explore chronologically the science his-
tory of the four centuries between 1570 and 1930 divided into six time periods and
how that history of science was embedded in the culture, society and politics of the
same era. The periodisation followed from using certain events of significance like the
initial and terminal dates. The landscapes are thus outcomes of the students� personal
judgements on the relevance of given topics such as characters, ideas, inventions and
events during those centuries. The landscapes are also affected by how the students
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were able to recover those topics from various easily available sources, mostly from
Wikipedia.
We analyse the data produced by the preparatory task by using network cartography

of knowledge (more briefly, network cartography). The network cartography combines
different networkmetrics and explorative methods, such as community detection in char-
acterising the relevant and salient features of different nodes in the network (Guimerà
and Amaral 2005; Stella and De Domenico 2018). Here, we apply the network car-
tographic methods in the sense they have been applied in the context of knowledge
discovery (Börner 2015; Börner and Scharnhorst 2009; Chen et al. 2009; Shi et al. 2015),
in knowledge acquisition (de Arruda et al. 2017; Costa 2006), and in learning (Koponen
and Nousiainen 2018; 2014; Siew 2018). Regarding learning, network cartography has
recently been used successfully in different areas of learning disciplinary knowledge: In
revealing key concepts in students� knowledge in physics (Koponen and Nousiainen 2018;
2014), and as a predictor for success in quiz-type tasks in psychology (Siew 2018). Here, a
similar type of cartographic approach is used in the context of learning history of science.
The objective of the present study is to explore the structure of university students�

(pre-service teachers) knowledge landscapes of history of science and its landmarks. The
practical motivation of the study originates from attempts to find solutions for teaching
university students to understand the history of science as part of cultural and general
history. In order to do this, we need methods and means to explore students� holistic
understanding of the �big picture of history�, in other words, the cartography of their his-
tory landscapes. For this purpose, complex network methods and knowledge cartography
turn out to be invaluable new tools. First, we construct network-like landscapes of his-
tory that emerge from the data; second, we perform a network-based cartography of the
landscape. The analysis focuses on:

� Revealing the structural properties of the network.
� Finding landmarks (i.e. the key concepts).
� Finding thematic communities emerging around landmarks.
� Revealing the effect of periodisation on landmarks and communities.

The study reported here provides information of how students in a group level conceive
that historic landscape, how the most important person, ideas and events are thematically
arranged within it, and what is the overall structure of that historic landscape at the group
level, as collated and collective knowledge. It should be noted that the objective here is
thus to find out the features and properties of students� knowledge landscapes, not the
structure of the landscape as it may appear in the sources (e.g. in Wikipedia) the students
used.

Methods
Historical topics, even at the simplest level, are not isolated facts but a connected and
contiguous set of facts. The importance of notions and facts needs to be approached from
a more holistic perspective, by considering how given facts and notions (in what follows
referred to as elements of the network) are linked as part of the network, and how they
affect other elements in the network not directly connected to the given element. The
research problem is approached by using network cartographic methods (Börner 2015;
Börner and Scharnhorst 2009; Chen et al. 2009; Shi et al. 2015) based on degree and
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Katz centralities (Estrada 2012; Borgatti 2005; Katz 1953; Sharkey 2017; Wang et al. 2017)
andmodularity optimisation (Newman and Girvan 2004; Newman 2004). These methods
provide complementary information on the skeletal structure of the network, how differ-
ent thematic traits are connected to different landmark nodes (high affinity nodes), and
how those distributions of centralities evolve as the network expands when the temporal
window on historic periods is changed.

Empirical sample
The context of this study is a physics history course for finnish pre-service physics teach-
ers (third and fourth year of studies), in a department of physics where they complete part
of their pre-service teacher studies. The aim of the course was to introduce physics history
to students as a part of more general science history and as a part of cultural and general
history. The course lasted seven weeks and consisted of weekly two three-hour contact
teaching sessions. The sample of data which is examined here comes from a preparatory
task for a weekly topic. In these pre-tasks, students were asked to identify persons, ideas,
inventions, and events of each topic they thought were of major interest or importance
for the era to be discussed in more detail during the week. The total sample consists of
six pre-tasks, focusing on six different historical periods, which were: i) 1572�1704; ii)
1704�1789; iii) 1789�1848; iv) 1848�1900; v) 1900�1914; and vi) 1914�1928. The peri-
ods were selected so that their beginning and ending is some significant historical event:
1572, Tycho Brahe�s observation of supernova; 1704, Newton�s last significant contribu-
tion to Science (Opticks); 1789, the French Revolution; 1848, the Year of Revolution; 1900,
the origins of quantum physics; 1914, WWI; 1928, the end of old quantum physics. These
periods coincide roughly with the periods when mechanics, thermodynamics, electro-
magnetism and quantum physics were developed and matured. Moreover, the amount of
students� knowledge contents they associate with each period are of comparable size, thus
producing networks which are equally extensive. This periodisation provides the chrono-
logical scaffolding on which different themes are then located for further discussion. In
the sample analysed here we have included preparatory tasks by only those 10 students
who provided all the required preparatory tasks, thus covering all the periods.
In the preparatory tasks, students were asked to find information and facts by using

easily available sources like textbooks (Holton and Brush 2001; Simonyi 2012) and intro-
ductions to physics history fromWikipedia. The tasks were thus simple, not very deep in
nature and on the level of very general knowledge. The goal was to collect background
knowledge for further discussions. Regarding Wikipedia, it should be noted that in the
science history and history of 1572�1928 many Wikipedia sources are rather extensive
and based on extensive use of primary sources. The availability of material thus suppos-
edly did not limit the scope and topics to any great extent. For example, the Wikipedia
sources on e.g. Galileo Galilei, Isaac Newton and the Scientific Revolution, which featured
as the students� targets of interest for the period 1572�1704, is several hundred pages in
total. The students thus needed to make selections and decisions on what to retrieve and
what they decided was relevant.
In the preparatory tasks, the students were asked to report the connections (at least

48 connection by each student in each week) between historical characters (scientists,
philosophers, writers, artists, rulers etc.) and the ideas and inventions and historical
events they found relevant and important for the given era, in science history as well as in
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general history. They also reported why they considered these connections relevant. They
reported the resulting connections in the form of pair-wise connections, for example [
galilei � heliocentricmodel ], [ newton � gravity ]. On the basis of these
ordered (but not directed) pairs we constructed a network where each key word is a node
in the network and the dyadic connection a link connecting the two nodes. The key words
where attributed both periodically and thematically, on basis how students represented
the appearance of key words in either in general history or science history. The resulting
network, which represents students� knowledge, includes all the different keywords and
connections reported by the student group of 10 students, consists of N =1613 different
nodes (keywords) and the M =2306 different links between them. The number of links
when all the nodes and links in all the pre-tasks are collated varies from about 50 links for
the most extensively connected node to only one link for many of the nodes.
The data was curated recognising first from each dyad (as reported by students) the

key words, and second, forming a list of closely synonymous words in order to reduce the
irrelevant variations in the key words (the language was Finnish, which has many different
flexions for same words). Eventually, all key words, which were considered synonymous,
were merged to one key word. In total, about 700 synonymous words were found and
resulted to 1613 different key words, which were used as basis to construct the networks.
The network representing the students� knowledge is explored by aggregating the six

different time periods in chronological order, gradually shifting the time window towards
modern times while keeping aggregated periods comparably extensive according to the
content of the knowledge the students have attached to them. Agglomerated periodisa-
tion with long enough periods was chosen because in the case of networks (denoted by
gi-gvi in what follows) representing individual, unaggregated periods i-vi, the emergence
of landmarks is nearly completely determined by periodisation and persons dominate the
periods. Therefore, the network analysis does not reveal interesting, deeper regularities
for gi-gvi. Furthermore, in order to be a big picture instead of a piecewise and piece-
meal collection of facts, there needs to be an aggregate of long enough periods of history,
where the significance of characters, events and ideas change. A periodisation which is
motivated by these demands and which provides robust enough networks for statistical
analysis consist of networks aggregating three consecutive time periods: GI (periods i-iii,
1572�1848), GII (periods ii-iv, 1704�1900), GIII (periods iii-v, 1789�1914) and GIV (peri-
ods iv-vi, 1848�1928). It is later shown that these networks are also heavy-tailed in the
same manner and thus, comparable to each other. For comparison, also network GTOT

aggregating all six periods in 1572�1928 is also formed. Eventually, networks GI-GIV

are treated as networks of thematically associative knowledge. Such an associative net-
work provides a broad picture of how the different factual components that the students
perceive to be of importance form the big picture of the given era.

Finding key nodes: the landmarks
We are interested in finding the nodes which are globally best connected. To detect such
nodes, we have chosen to use Katz centrality (Estrada 2012; Borgatti 2005; Katz 1953;
Sharkey 2017; Benzi et al. 2013), which is metric based on counting walks of different
lengths. Moreover, it contains a factor which allows to tune how walks of different lengths
are taken into account, i.e. how extensive portion of the network is explored. Katz central-
ity is therefore suitable for our purposes to explore the global connectivity of the network
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and which nodes are the most important ones in contributing to global connectivity. In
addition to Katz centrality, we also use Katz centrality efficiency (Katz efficiency in what
follows), which is defined through the effect of isolation of the node (Sharkey 2017; Wang
et al. 2017).
Katz centrality was originally introduced to measure the influence of actors in social

networks, where the influence of interest is the ability to communicate with other actors
in the network. Consequently, Katz centrality can be defined through a weighted sum of
walks of given length l, because the lth power Al of adjacency matrix A describing the
network provides the number of walks of length l. The adjacency matrix A has element
[A]ij = 1 when nodes i and j are connected, otherwise [A]ij = 0. Katz centrality can then
be expressed as a sum (Estrada 2012; Katz 1953; Sharkey 2017; Benzi et al. 2013)

Kk =
��
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�3 + . . .
�
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where |1� is the identity vector and the damping factor � decides how walks of different
lengths are weighted. To have a convergence of the sum, � must be larger than the largest
eigenvalue �max of the adjacency matrix A. The damping factor � can be used to tune
the extension of the neighbourhood to be included in the calculation of Katz centrality
and thus, whether the local (� � �max) or global (� � �max) environment of walks is
contributing to Katz centrality.
Katz centrality, by performing the sum in Eq. (1), can also be written in the matrix

resolvent form (Sharkey 2017; Benzi et al. 2013)
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where I is the identity matrix. In Eq. 2 the zeroth contribution A0/�0 to the sum is
extracted. This has no substantial effect on the resulting Katz centralities and rankings
based on it. For better comparison between the different size of networks, Katz central-
ity can be normalised as K �

k = Kk/�K�, because normalisation improves comparability
between networks of different size (Ghosh and Lerman 2011).
The resolvent form allows us to connect Katz centrality to similar types of central-

ity measures describing the communicability of network (Benzi et al. 2013). The matrix
resolvent form also emerges from a viewpoint where the centrality of a node is seen from
the dynamic control perspective, as a steady state solution to a linear dynamical system
(Sharkey 2017). Such a description yields immediately to another slightly different but
related interpretation, which sees the Katz centrality as a measure of influence, where an
actor is more influential when its neighbours are also influential (Borgatti 2005).
The Katz efficiency is defined through the effect of isolation of a given node in the

network and how this isolation effects the overall Katz centrality of the network. Such a
definition of (centrality) efficiency emphasises the role of a node for other nodes. The Katz
efficiency can be also motivated from the perspective of the control analysis of dynamic
systems and has been shown to be a robust measure of the influence of the node within
the network (Sharkey 2017). Katz efficiency can be defined in the normalised form as
(Sharkey 2017; Wang et al. 2017)
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Ek = 1 �
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where K	
i (k) refers to the network where node k is isolated by removing all the links

connected to it. It must be noted that the same value of �, which is based on the largest
eigenvalue of the original network, must be used in calculating K	

i (k).
Katz centrality and efficiency both measure the influence of nodes in related but com-

plementary ways. In the most unambiguous cases for undirected networks, ranking based
on Katz centrality and efficiency should provide nearly the same ranking of nodes. In what
follows, this is used as criteria to select the value of �. In the present case for networks GI

� GIV, the best agreement between the ranking of nodes is obtained with � = 1.058 �max

which is thus about 6% larger than the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix. In
practice, the ranking based on Katz centrality is identical to the ranking obtained on the
basis of Katz efficiency. The correlation of Katz centrality and efficiency is very high: For
networks GI � GIV, the Pearson correlation ranges from 0.94 to 0.96, while Kendall-�B
(Corder and Foreman 2014) are from 0.97 to 0.99. Therefore, in what follows, ranking
based only on Katz centrality is used.
In addition to Katz centrality, we calculate the standard degree centrality (number of

links attached to node), defined as

D =
1
2

�

i
=k

([A]ik +[A]ki ) (4)

where [A]ik is the element of adjacency matrix A.
Finally, we need to test the statistical significance of information contained in Katz cen-

trality and whether this information is redundant to degree centrality. This is done by
rewiring all connections in the networks, by using 100 different fixed degree sequency
models (Zweig 2016). The rewired model thus has the same node degrees, but all the links
are shuffled. All rewirings are performedwithgraph-tool software (Peixoto 2014). The
Z-scores are then calculated for the standardised Katz centralities for each node, defined
as (Estrada 2012; Kolaczyk 2009)

Z =
O � �O�

�O
(5)

where O is the observable value in the empirical sample. It should be noted that the
damping factor � must now be based on the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix
corresponding to the rewired fixed degree sequence model but by using the same value
of p as is used for the original network. The reliability and statistical significance requires
that the absolute values |Z| of Z-scores are high enough, usually the value |Z| = 2 is
taken as a limiting case. Assuming that the variables are normally distributed, Z-scores
|Z| = 2 and |Z| = 3.0 correspond to p-values 0.02 and 0.001, respectively. Here, we have
chosen to use |Z| = 2 as a cut-off for statistically significant deviations deserving special
attention. As will be seen, the nodes which have Katz centrality K > 0.05Kmax usually also
have Z > 2.
The high Z value means that Katz centrality of a given node is for these nodes not

determined nor predictable from the degree centrality (i.e. from the local connectivity).
As will be shown, rewiring a network with heavy-tailed degree distributions affects the
Katz centrality distribution, as is expected (Qu et al. 2015). Therefore, the nodes with high
values of Z are statistically significant ones because their global connectivity is determined
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by other (yet unknown) factors than local connectivity. Katz centrality, with the damping
factor � chosen to provide the smallest difference between Katz centrality and efficiency,
thus provide reliable and flexible measures for finding the key nodes (landmarks) in the
network and also formonitoring the changing importance of landmarks when the window
of periodisation is changed.

Finding thematic communities
Communities of interest here are parts of the network, which are groups of nodes
connected to each other more densely than to nodes, which belong to other densely con-
nected groups; i.e. connections within the group are dense while between the groups the
connections are sparse. To find such communities one can define modularity Q in the
form (Estrada 2012; Newman and Girvan 2004)

Q =
1
2M

�

ij

�
[A]ij �

1
2M

DiDj

�
�(ci, cj) (6)

where [A]ij represents the link (edge) between nodes i and j, Di = is the degree of node
i (i.e the sum of the edges attached to node), M is the total number of edges, and ci is
the community to which node i is assigned. The term DiDj/(2M) describes the expected
number of edges between nodes i and j if the network is rewired. The �-function �(u, v) is
1 if u = v and 0 otherwise and describes whether two nodes belongs to same community
or not. The modularity Q thus defined obtains values from -1 (fully non-modular) to 1
(fully modular), while the corresponding modularity for a random network is Q = 0.
The community structure of the networks can be found by optimisation of modular-

ity, by division of the nodes into groups so that the largest possible value of modularity
is achieved (Newman and Girvan 2004; Blondel et al. 2008; Fortunato 2010). To optimise
the modularity, we use here the Louvain method (Blondel et al. 2008), implemented as
Python-Igraph routine community-multilevel (Csardi and Nepusz 2006). The
communities thus resolved turn out to reveal a very clear thematic uniformity contained
in the networks representing the students� history landscape; themes apparently act as a
consolidating property for community formation. Such communities are thus very con-
text related, thematic communities. Each thematic community, however, emerges around
a few landmarks.

Results
The complete network GTOT that consists of all nodes and links corresponding to the
period 1572�1928 is shown in Fig. 1, revealing a clear modular structure. The themati-
sation is shown by different colours: History of science by red, general history by blue,
and if both themes occur, by green. The value of the Katz centrality (and Katz efficiency,
since they are correlated) of the nodes is shown by the size of the node. Landmarks (key
nodes) are recognised as nodes with exceptionally high Katz centrality (the large nodes
in Fig. 1). The overall appearance of the network immediately suggests that it is heavy-
tailed. To calculate Katz centrality the values of � was selected to be p×�max, where �max

is the largest eigenvalue, so that p provides the smallest difference between the values of
Katz centrality K and efficiency E. Parameter p was solved for each periodised subgraph
individually and was found to be from 1.042 to 1.124, depending on the size and connec-
tivity of the subgraph. For those graphs where three periods were aggregated, the p value
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Fig. 1 The network representing the history landscape of complete period 1572�1928. The overall structure
of the total network GTOT representing students� thematically associative knowledge of the history of science
as part of cultural and general history. Three thematic attributions are shown: history of science (red), general
history (blue), history of science and general history together (green). The size of each node represents the
relative Katz centrality

was 1.058. In that case, the correlation between K and E is optimal and both methods to
rank the importance of nodes provide nearly the same rankings. The fact that it is possible
to find a damping factor which yields nearly identical rankings based on Katz centrality
and efficiency ensures the robustness of Katz centrality as a measure of the node�s global
importance; the higher the ranking of a given node on basis of its Katz centrality the more
luminous it is in the global scale. Abbreviations and symbols used recurrently in the text
and figures are summarized in Table 1.

Heavy tails
The distribution of values of degree centrality D and Katz centrality K for the total net-
work GTOT is shown in Fig. 2. Heavy tails are also apparent for each six separate networks
gi � gvi corresponding to unaggregated periods i-vi, as well as for networks GI � GIV for
aggregated periods (and furthermore, all different combinations of periods i-vi). Although
the degree distribution of networks do not strictly conform to the inverse power laws,
fitting them with inverse power law distribution of the form

P(x) � x�� , x  {D} (7)

provides an appropriate measure to monitor the changes in the heavy-tail of the degree
distribution by using a single parameter � .

Table 1 Summary of symbols and abbreviations used recurrently in the text and figures
Symbol Abbreviation Symbol Abbreviation

A Adjacency matrix D Degree centrality
[A]ij Element ij of matrix A K Katz centrality
� Damping factor E Katz efficiency
Z Z-scores Q Modularity
N Number of nodes A Assortativity
M Number of links CL Closeness centrality
� Inverse power CC Local Clustering
� Width of lognormal distr. � Fragility
































